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Abstract
This paper describes the design and development of a
proof-of-concept platooning application, which operates in
a mobile and dynamic environment and makes use of architectural and middleware solutions that were proposed in
the scope of the HIDENETS project. With this application it
is possible to demonstrate the practical feasibility of a hybrid system architecture, with realms of operation with distinct synchrony properties, and the benefits of adopting such
architecture. In particular, we show that it is possible to improve the performance and behavior of the platooning application, which operates over an intrinsically uncertain environment (due to mobility and wireless communication),
and still secure fundamental safety-critical requirements.

1. Introduction
The continuous advances in embedded, sensor and wireless technologies are key to the development of distributed
applications and mobility-aware services in ubiquitous
communication scenarios, such as car-to-car communication scenarios.
On the other hand, the typical characteristics of these
scenarios, involving mobile nodes that communicate
through wireless networks, possibly using general purpose operating systems and COTS-based devices, lead
to uncertainty on the temporal behavior and on the reliability of the operations taking place therein. Therefore,
in these scenarios it is not easy to provide highly resilient and available services and applications.
The well defined objective of HIDENETS [5], the ISTFP6 project in which our work has been developed, is precisely to address this problem, in particular through the definition of appropriate architectural constructs and resilience
services.
In this paper we focus on the platooning application,
which was one of the proof-of-concept applications that
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were developed to demonstrate the project results. Briefly,
the objective of platooning is to ensure that a set of wellknown cars follow each other as close as possible in a way
that improves traffic flow, road capacity and fuel consumption [7]. In contrast with typical control approaches, which
only make use of locally produced information (from internal car sensors), we consider a platooning application that
uses vehicle-to-vehicle communication to obtain additional
information and thus be able to make more “intelligent” decisions and achieve an optimized behavior with respect to
the real surrounding context. Interestingly, and very importantly, this optimized behavior is achieved without compromising any safety-critical property.
Through the proof-of-concept platooning application described in this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of some
solutions developed in the scope of HIDENETS. In particular, we demonstrate:
• the feasibility of a hybrid system architecture in which
different parts of the system have different synchrony
properties;
• the benefits of using such hybrid architecture and some
supporting services in the construction of a representative platooning application, showing how to achieve an
implementation that combines efficiency with safety.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
briefly present the HIDENETS project and introduce the
HIDENETS hybrid architecture. Then, Section 3 provides
a general description of the platooning scenario and Section 4 presents the application design and implementation.
The demonstration results are addressed in Section 5 and
we make final remarks in Section 6.

2. HIDENETS Architecture
HIDENETS is a research project, funded by the European Union, which aims to develop and analyze end-to-end
resilience solutions for distributed and mobile applications
in ubiquitous communication scenarios, assuming highly
dynamic, unreliable communication infrastructures [5]. The
project addresses fault tolerance mechanisms at the middleware and communication layers, as well as methodologies
to support their evaluation and testing [3].

In HIDENETS we followed a hybrid distributed system
model approach, with different parts of the system being
described by different synchrony and fault models. This hybridization was inspired in the Wormholes model [8], which
assumes that it is possible to construct a part of the system
with improved properties (the wormhole), which is capable of performing some actions in a faster, more predictable
or more secure way than it is possible outside of it. Figure 1 provides a simplified view of the HIDENETS architecture.
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Figure 1. HIDENETS architecture.

eration. On the other hand, the payload part would be the
general purpose computational infrastructure, where noncritical applications (e.g., infotainment, entertainment, passive security) are executed and provided to passengers.

3. Platooning scenario and assumptions
We consider a platooning application for a predefined set
of cars. Each car is equipped with a front proximity sensor,
communicates over a wireless network and obtains its position through a GPS receiver. For simplicity we only consider positioning on a single dimensional axis and we assume that lateral steering is not required, or is automatically
granted.
In the specification of the platooning application we define two fundamental requirements. A safety-critical requirement is that cars have to maintain a minimum distance
to the front car, defined as ∆min . This distance will vary
over time, depending on the car speed and environment conditions. A non safety-critical requirement is that each car
has to maintain a maximum distance to the rear car, defined
as ∆max , to avoid platoon fragmentation. The ∆max requirement depends on the maximum communication range
assumed for the wireless network.
We further consider that the driver has control of when
the platooning application becomes active, by pushing a
platoon activation button (similarly to a traditional cruise
control system).

4. Design and Implementation
There are two distinct domains in this architecture: the bulk or “payload” part of the system, implemented
in a general purpose computing node, includes the applications, complex middleware functions and optimized
network protocols over standard communication infrastructures; the “wormhole” part of the system consists in
a set of simple and resilient services that must be implemented separately, typically within a subsystem with its
own computational resources, possibly dedicated communication channels and a clearly defined interface to the
payload part. In this paper, and in the context of the platooning application, we refer to a particular implementation of a wormhole and we briefly describe the services
that it provides to the platooning application software running in the payload.
We must note that this architecture is well suited to real
vehicles. Modern cars are equipped with a huge amount of
sensors, connected to central control units through one or
several networks, and grouped in accordance to their purpose and/or criticality. A car can be seen as a heterogeneous
computational environment, with distinct parts, each with
their own synchrony and reliability properties and with their
own purpose. In such real car, the wormhole part of our system would have to be integrated as an extension of the critical and predictable car control subsystems, from where it
could reach the relevant actuators and perform timely op-

4.1. Overview of platooning scenario
In the conceptual platooning scenario we have a set of
mobile entities that are at the same time computational elements (distributed nodes that communicate with each other)
and physical entities (cars) that obey physical laws of movement, are operated by a human (driver) and interact with the
physical environment through sensors (speed, distance, position, etc) and actuators (accelerator and brakes). All these
components are represented in Figure 2, which we now explain.
The bottom part of the figure represents the physical environment, emulated using The Open Racing Car Simulator (TORCS) [6], which offers a graphical interface to observe representations of the cars, their positions and movements (see Section 4.2).
On top of that we have the computational representation of the cars where five cars are illustrated. Each car (a
HIDENETS node) is composed by an embedded real-time
device (the wormhole) and a generic laptop PC or PDA (the
payload), which are connected through a serial RS232 interface. This hybrid node executes all the software that controls the car behavior (the platooning application) and provides interfaces for the driver (accelerator, brake and platoon activation). Sensing and actuation interactions take
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Figure 2. Implementation overview.
place between each node (car) and the environment emulator. Actuation commands include acceleration and brake
control, while sensing information includes position, time
and speed.
Finally, the demonstration setup also includes the wireless communication network through which the cars exchange information (top part of Figure 2). For the purposes
of the demonstration a standard 802.11 network could be
used. However, since the nodes in the demonstration are
static and physically close to each other, the communication properties would not depend on the distance between
cars, maintained by the environment emulator. Therefore, in
the demonstration we use a topology emulator (also developed in HIDENETS), which models a 802.11 network and
is connected to TORCS to receive information from the positioning of communication entities in run-time.

4.2. Environment emulator
For the simulation of the platooning environment and
physics we adapted an open source 3D racing simulator, named The Open Racing Car Simulator (TORCS) [6].
TORCS simulates a race where a configurable number of
human and computer drivers each control a chosen car. In
every iteration, the simulator provides information about
each car situation and evaluates available commands for acceleration and braking.
Several changes were made to better fit the simulator
to the platooning scenario. For instance, no steering com-
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Figure 3. Application architecture.

According to the previously described HIDENETS architecture, the payload is where generic applications execute and where arbitrarily complex computations can take
place. Therefore, the platooning application can be made as
sophisticated as needed in this part of the system, by executing complex tasks for decision making and for communication, dealing with potentially large amounts and variety of
data. The trade-off is the lack of timeliness guarantees, typical in asynchronous systems where an uncertain number
of applications compete for the available resources (CPU,
memory and network).
Because of that, the platooning application is complemented by baseline mechanisms, implemented within the
wormhole subsystem, which assure a safe and timely response to relevant events, namely timing failures caused
by the uncertain temporal behavior of the payload part, as
we explain in Section 4.4.3. The wormhole implements a
payload-wormhole information gateway, though which sensor information is provided to the payload and platooning
speed control commands are received.

4.4. Wormhole subsystem
The wormhole was implemented using a dedicated realtime device and operating system. The hardware employed
was Lantronix’s UDS100 device, which is driven by a
48MHz 8086 compatible CPU and has 256Kb of RAM.
The device provides Ethernet and serial connections, which
were used to communicate with the environment emulator and the payload, respectively. Additionally, two programmable LEDs, a green and a red one, were used to show
the status of the Timely Timing Failure Detection service.
The operating system of the device is proprietary and not
fully disclosed, but it is documented as an O.S. with realtime capabilities, which we have explored in the wormhole
implementation.
The wormhole essentially includes a task to process incoming requests arriving at the payload-wormhole interface (where admission control is performed), a task to process the periodic interactions with the environment emulator (read sensors and write to actuators) and a task to process internal events, such as timing failures detected by the
Timely Timing Failure Detection (TTFD) service. The maximum execution time of these tasks can be bounded, rendering the wormhole a synchronous component, as assumed in
the HIDENETS model.
In the wormhole implementation we included three basic services: an Authentication service, a Reliable and SelfAware Clock service and a TTFD service (which uses Duration Measurement facilities). These are presented in the
following sections.
4.4.1. Authentication In real platooning scenarios it may
be necessary to deal with malicious behaviors and with false
data originating from non-trusted sources. Although this
was not the main concern of the HIDENETS project, we exploited the availability of a wormhole subsystem with better
properties to add an Authentication service.
In essence, the idea is to use a scheme based on a publickey infrastructure model, in which the wormhole keeps a
private key that is used to sign sensible information (e.g.,
position, speed) collected from sensors before this information is sent to the payload subsystem. Given that, payload
applications, and the platooning in particular, may authenticate received information before using it. We note, however, that we are not concerned with security issues in this
demonstration.
4.4.2. Reliable and Self-Aware Clock The Reliable and
Self-Aware Clock service provides both current time and
current synchronization uncertainty, i.e. an estimation of the
distance of the local clock from an external global time reference [1]. This allows a client to query not only the (most
likely) current time, but also to obtain assured minimum and
maximum time values.
In our implementation the R&SA clock is synchronized
periodically through the GPS receiver (emulated in TORCS
and read as another internal car sensor), thus using a global
time reference. In the platooning application the R&SA

Clock service is used to timestamp the positioning data
shared with other cars. This allows the cars to relate all
the received positioning information in a coherent timeline,
while also using the most conservative timestamp values,
for maximum safety.
4.4.3. Timely Timing Failure Detection In order to ensure the safety properties of platooning, it is essential that
actuation commands that determine the speed of the car are
executed in a timely way. However, it is clear that the commands issued by the platooning decision control task in the
payload subsystem may be subject to unpredictable delays
before being executed by the wormhole subsystem.
Because of this, the TTFD service is used to observe
timed executions and react upon the occurrence of timing
failures. It works like a switch that determines if the car can
be controlled by the payload decision control task or, instead, if the safety distance control mechanism becomes active (see Figure 3).
While the car is under the drivers’ control, only the safety
distance control mechanism is active. Then, when platooning is activated, the payload control task sets up the TTFD
service, specifying a deadline for the next control command
that will be sent to the wormhole. If the command indeed arrives before the specified deadline, then it is safe to send this
command to the actuators (which is done, for predictability reasons, at the deadline instant). While the payload is
timely, the information gateway is allowed to accept commands received from the payload and the safety distance
control mechanism is disabled. At the same time, the TTFD
is re-armed for a new deadline (specified by the payload,
along with the actuation command). This process is continuously repeated until a timing failure occurs. The timing failure is timely detected by the TTFD, which immediately activates the safety distance control mechanism and
prevents any further commands from the payload to be accepted.
Note that the Duration Measurement service is simply
used to calculate the time elapsed since the TTFD was requested to observe the timeliness of a timed action, and the
instant in which the action terminates.

4.5. Payload subsystem
The payload is structured as two main tasks, which share
an internal data structure with platooning-related information. One task is concerned with exchanging information
with the remaining cars (each message contains an identifer of the car and time stamped information about position and speed), storing this information in the shared data
structure. This task is always running and disseminating this
local information. The other task runs a periodic decision
control algorithm, which implements the optimized behaviors of the platooning using the information contained in the
shared data structure and interacting with the Intrusion Tolerant Agreement and the QoS Coverage services. These will
be explained next.

4.5.1. Decision control algorithm The decision control
task wakes up periodically, with a period that is made short
enough to allow a smooth control of the vehicle, but sufficiently large to accommodate the reception of new information from other vehicles in between. In each iteration, the
task starts by requesting to the wormhole updated information about local time, position and speed, which is stored in
the shared information structure. Then, it uses all the available information concerning vehicle positions and speeds,
in order to determine a new speed command to be sent to
the wormhole. The algorithm makes worst case assumptions about the behavior of neighbor vehicles (in particular, assuming that they have braked to stop just after sending their last positioning/speed information). It also considers the deadline for sending the current actuation command
(this deadline has been previously set on the TTFD service),
and the deadline for sending the next actuation command
(when there will be a new opportunity for setting a new
speed, or when will the car will switch into safe mode after receiving the current command). The latter will be sent
along with control command to re-arm the TTFD service.
The communication task is simpler. It is activated whenever some message is received from another node, and periodically disseminates local information that it reads from
the shared data repository.

5. Demonstration

4.5.2. Intrusion tolerant agreement The Intrusion Tolerant Agreement service is used, in essence, to allow platoon members to agree on a common platoon speed. It is invoked whenever a driver activates the platooning mode. In
the implementation we used an adapted version of the randomized, intrusion-tolerant, asynchronous vector consensus, from the RITAS protocol stack [4]. Although this service is meant to deal with malicious participants, in this specific demonstration we have other goals and therefore do
not consider these capabilities, just the possibility of reaching consensus on a value.

When the demonstration is initiated, cars are controlled
by their drivers. In this state the safety distance control
mechanisms is active, but driver commands always take
precedence. In the demo we show that a driver has free control of the car and is able to crash into the front car. Without driver intervention, and given the safety distance control, the car will autonomously brake. We also show that in
this state there is no active mechanism in effect to prevent
platoon fragmentation.
Once the drivers activate the platooning, the cars agree
on a speed value and the platoon is formed. We show that
cars can follow each other very closely, even at high speeds,
and when the car in the middle of the platoon brakes at full
intensity the follower will also stop, without colliding. On
the other hand, the decision control algorithm in preceding
car will eventually stop this cars also, to secure the maximum distance property.

4.5.3. QoS coverage As mentioned, the nodes of the
platoon exchange messages through the wireless network. These messages are subject to unpredictable delays,
and may even be lost. On the other hand, the “freshness” of these messages is important in the decision control
algorithm: the optimality of the control decisions depends on this freshness. Since the decision control task executes periodically, and in each execution it sets the
next control set-point (deadline for actuation), this deadline should be calculated using a prediction on when
there will be new information available from the remaining cars.
The QoS Coverage service is helpful as it provides hints
on the message delivery delay that should be considered,
holding with a certain specified probability. Using this service, any changes in the communication environment affecting communication delays will be reflected in the considered value and hence in the algorithm deadlines. A detailed description of the probabilistic framework used in this
service can be found in [2].

In this section we describe and analyze the results obtained by running our proof-of-concept platooning application in a test-bed with 3 nodes, plus the environment emulator node, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The complete demo setup.

5.1. Normal platooning behavior

5.2. Dealing with timing failures
To observe the behavior of the TTFD service, and the
detection of timing failures, we use the green and red LED
lights of the embedded device. When the TTFD service is
activated and does not detect any timing failure, the green
LED is blinking. But when a timing failure is detected, the
red LED is turned ON. Therefore, it is possible to know if
a car is being controlled by the platooning application or by
the safety control algorithm, just by observing the LEDs.
time.
When a heavyweight task is ran on the payload system it
will compete with the platooning application for CPU time,

and may cause timing failures to occur. In the demonstration we reproduce this behavior and we show that a timing failure is promptly detected. The red LED turns on and
the safety distance control mechanism is activated, forcing
the car to brake in order to preserve the baseline, non optimal, safety distance.

when we crash the network preventing any further communication, we observe that with the temporal inconsistency
detection the cars keep on moving, just ensuring a (nonoptimistic) safe distance to the front car, until they eventually stop if the driver does not take get in control.

6. Conclusions
5.3. Dealing with communication uncertainty
To illustrate the role of the QoS Coverage service, we
first show what happens when we artificially inject some delays in the ad-hoc network, while not using the QoS Coverage service. In this situation the decision control algorithm
sometimes issues braking commands, even when not necessary (i.e., even when the front car is moving with a constant
speed). This happens because control decisions are taken
using “old” information about the front car, since updated
information is delayed.
When the QoS Coverage service is activated, we observe
that when delays are injected the decision control algorithm
sends the necessary commands to force a greater distance to
the front car. This extra distance allows to extend the control
period and the time during which cars can wait for incoming “fresh” information, reducing the probability that communication delays will force unnecessary, inconvenient and
constant braking manoeuvres.

In this paper we analyzed the design and implementation of a distributed platooning application, built using the
HIDENETS architecture. We described the several components that are involved in the proof-of-concept prototype
demonstration and showed how the use of the HIDENETS
hybrid architecture and its supporting services enabled us
to solve the difficult problem of constructing an arbitrarily
complex, temporally uncertain control application while securing fundamental safety-critical requirements.
We presented a hybrid system design using an inexpensive, real-time embedded wormhole, which nevertheless
provides the necessary characteristics that allow our objectives to be fulfilled.
Finally, we described the steps of a demonstration that
shows the correct operation of the application in realistic
scenarios and highlights the improvements that may effectively be achieved with our approach.
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5.4. Dealing with temporal inconsistency
In the event of a network crash the information about
neighbor cars will not be updated. In practice, as we show
in the demonstration, the effect is that cars will eventually
stop, either because they believe (from the old available information) that they have a car in front of them, or waiting
for a car that they believe has stopped way behind.
Note that in the case of this platooning application, temporally inconsistent information does not affect any safetycritical property – it only compromises the liveness of the
system. In fact, this is true because we assume that cars
always move forward, but never backwards. In other scenarios, using temporally inconsistent information may have
very harmful effects.
Interestingly, the hybrid system architecture that we
use to implement the platooning application also facilitates dealing with temporal inconsistency. In fact, the
problem mentioned above occurs because the decision control task is running in a timely way, and therefore is allowed
to control the car, despite the outdated view of the surrounding environment. The solution consists in simply
stopping the decision control task, automatically transferring the control to the safety distance control mechanism.
For doing that, the decision control task evaluates the freshness of the available information in order to decide when to
silently stop.
In the demonstration we show the behavior of the platoon in the two situations, with and without this temporal inconsistency detection mechanism activated. Therefore,
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